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Ringside Chat
FUTURITY/MATURITY JUDGING CHANGES???
Submitted by Didier Ardoin II DDS

The GSDCA membership is bombarded almost daily (mostly on the Showgsd-L) with complaints and, to a
lesser degree, suggestions on how to “fix” the present Futurity/Maturity system. We, as members of the
GSDCA, have seen a decline in the number of litters nominated and individual entries in our yearly regional
events. Everyone has a theory as to the cause and some people have a suggestion as to the remedy. Some of
the suggestions are good and some are not. The new Futurity/Maturity Committee has the responsibility to do
everything in its power to support and improve the present system. They have responded and some of the
suggestions have been implemented for this year and I am sure more will follow.
I , as a member of this Committee, have contacted some of our more successful breeders and asked for their
suggestions for correcting the decline in the system. The response was good and these suggestions are being
considered for presentation at the next F/M Committee meeting.
My personal suggestion for helping to improve the system starts with the Judges we choose for the yearly
events. It will not be a popular suggestion with AKC approved judges but I think it will have a positive effect
on the F/M system. I suggest that the GSDCA ban AKC approved judges from judging our Futurity/
Maturities. And my reasons are simple. This will stop prejudged shows. What I mean from this statement is
that a popular judge who is judging a F/M and has done several assignments prior to the F/M has possibly
given a Futurity/Maturity eligible dog winners dog/bitch, reserve winners dog/bitch or best puppy. If this
judge is doing a Futurity/Maturity, guess where the above animal is going to be entered? The handlers know
this, the exhibitors know this and one or more of the winners is probably pre determined. This “win” may not
happen but it decreases that shows entry in that sex. This is not meant as a slur or slam of any judge but by
banning AKC approved judges there will be no previous winners under judges in the new system.
Many of the comments heard about the F/M System is that it is a glorified Match. If that is the case then let
it be judged by match judges! Have breeder/exhibitors who have no desire to be an AKC approved judge or
who are in the early phase of completing the requirements for approval, be our judges. We, as members of the
regional Club responsible for choosing the judges, should be aware of a successful breeder/exhibitor whose
opinions are well respected. This person should be your pick to judge your F/M. And, while we are making
sweeping changes to our judging system, let the professional handlers become eligible to judge our Futurity/
Maturities. In the past, they were eligible and our entries were almost always higher at the “Matches” they
judged. Can any of you old timers remember the Futurities that were judged by Lamar and Jimmy? These
suggestions, if implemented, would require a major revision in the rules governing eligibility to judge Futurity/
Maturity shows but that would be handled by the F/M Committee.

The above suggestions are only my suggestions and have not yet been introduced to the Committee but it
is my intention to do so at the next meeting. I encourage readers of this essay to contact me with your
comments, pro and con, on my suggestions and with your own suggestions as to how to improve our Futurity/
Maturity system. My e-mail address is cudjoegsd@charter.net and my phone number is 337-457-3909. I AM
NOT running for office. (Four years is enough) Please help me and the new F/M Committee restore our great
event to its former glory. Already we have decreased some of the judging requirements but I think more is
needed plus PURINA has come to the rescue with their generous donation of all of the trophies for all of the
Futurity/Maturity events both on a regional and national level. At the least, I hope my essay will get the members of the GSDCA upset by my radical suggestions and prompt them to come up with workable suggestions
that will help to improve the German Shepherd Dog Club of America Futurity/Maturity system..
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From the Editor,
Ok, so I had another bright idea. It happens every once in a while.
We see in every magazine, interviews from judges, breeders and handlers from all venues
in the sport of dogs. You get the same questions and basically the same answers. While I
like to read those every once in a while, I wanted to try something different. I sent out
e-mails and made a few phone calls to some breeders judges who’ve been in this for a very
long time. I asked them to imagine that they were sitting ringside with their shoes kicked
off scratching a noble head, in a restaurant freaking out waitresses with talk of bitches n
breedin’ or in a friends home by the fire with a snifter of something real relaxing. I wanted
them to think what they would like to talk about if they could choose something important
to them regarding the breed and the sport. I wanted to know what THEY wanted to say and
talk about to novices and experienced alike. So far, I’ve gotten some really interesting and
informative articles back. They won’t be long ones, just a short chat so to speak. This new
section will be called Ringside Chat. I hope you will all enjoy it and come away thinking
about what they write and learning something new each time.

Denise Groenewald

2005—2006
GSDC of Atlanta Officers
President

Past President
Gene Valentine
770-433-8600
kagengsd@aol.com

Suzanne Kinman
770-761-5748
tsaligsds@comcast.net

And All Other Officers

First Vice President

Member At Large

Scears Hardy
770-998-0845
Scears@bellsouth.net
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Second Vice President

The Guardian Editor
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@hardinconstruction.com

Denise Groenewald
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Treasurer
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Recording Secretary
Lee Jewel
770-345-4310
gemni3549@aol.com

Corresponding Secretary
Janet Barwick
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janet.barwick@towers.com

Past President

Club Hospitality
Volunteer to provide
refreshments for a club
meeting. Refreshments
need not be elaborate.
Chips, cookies and other
finger food and drinks is
all that’s needed. No
cooking necessary !
Contact Susan Morabit at
770-977-1557
slmrn98@bellsouth.net
April : Lee Jewel
May : Peggy Kurz

Club Meetings
Meetings are held on the 2nd Monday of each month ,
except July and December , at
The Atlanta Humane Society,
981 Howell Mill RD, Atlanta, GA at 8:00PM.
The GSDC of Atlanta encourages visitors to attend.
Our next meeting is April 10, 2006.
Guest Speaker will be Dr Susan Wynn
May—Presentation of 2006-2007 Officers Slate
Nominations for Match and Show Judges
Club Meeting Minutes
Club meeting minutes can be found in the
members only section of the club website
at www.gsdcatlanta.us

WANTED !
Volunteer needed to
maintain our club website.
Our current web mistress needs to take a
break due to a heavy personal schedule.
Someone is needed to maintain and update
the club website. It doesn’t take a lot of time.
Once a month , Our newsletter, The Guardian
needs to be uploaded. Event information,
Stud Dog Page and Breeder Page updates and
Membership listings need to be
updated occasionally.
Contact any
Visit our website at

www.gsdcatlanta.us
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Sunday March 19, 2006
Best Adult In Match
Segen’s Travelin’ Man of Kagen
Owners: Gene & Kaye Valentine
Novice Dog
1. Segen’s Travelin’ Man of Kagen
Owners: Gene & Kaye Valentine
2. Dip
Owner : Barbara Stamper
3. Cran-Jo’s Nawlin’s Bye-U
Owner: Patty Johnson
4. Heineken’s Halles Johann
Owner: Ruth Hartridge
Open Dog
1. Flo-Lo Climbing Jacob’s Ladder
Owner: Floyd Pickett

Conformation Judge : Melissa Campbell
Rally/Obedience Judge : Diane Pegram
The rain held off, we had a nice turnout and
had a wonderful lunch thanks to Floyd Pickett
who served some really good hamburgers,
hot dogs. ribs and HOT brats !

THANKS FLOYD !
Our 50/50 raffle took in 130.00 which was
split up and won by a visitor !
We also took in 112.00 on the
silent auction for RALEEF !
Thanks to all those who volunteered to
help and a large Way To Go
to Lee Jewel for Chairing her 1st Match !

Best Opposite Adult In Match
Segen’s Just A Brat of Kagen
Owners: Gene & Kaye Valentine
Novice Bitch
1. Segen’s Just A Brat of Kagen
Owners: Gene & Kaye Valentine
2. Hei-Kob’s High Cotton
Owner : Peggy Kurz
3. Jerrwen’s Rainy Night In Ga
Owners: Joan Turner & Lee Jewel
4. Feliz Renee
Owner: Lynda Bragg-Workman
Open Bitch
1. Kagen-Andiron Stealth Angel
Owner: Andrea Washburn

Good Job All !!!

Best Puppy In Match
Tina
Owner : Barbara Stamper

Best Opposite Puppy In Match
Seadale Bodie
Owners: Eddie & Nancy Seabolt
3-6 Month Puppy Dog
1. Seadale Bodie
Owners: Eddie & Nancy Seabolt
2. Jerrwen’s Saint Nicholas
Owners : Ann Cranford, Lee Jewel &
Sue Brown

3-6 Month Puppy Bitch
1. Tina
Owner : Barbara Stamper
2. Heart
Owner : Barbara Stamper
3. Adelgard’s Guilty As Charged v Tsali
Owner: Suzanne Kinman
4. Seadale Princess Grace
Owners: Eddie & Nancy Seabolt

6-9 Month Puppy Dog
1. Kagen’s Southern Exposure
Owners: Gene & Kaye Valentine
2. Cane
Owner: Barbara Stamper

6-9 Month Puppy Bitch
1. Ken-Delaine’s Lia Rose
Owners: William & Denise Groenewald
Ken & Delaine Thomson
2. Kagen’s Song Of The South
Owners: Gene & Kaye Valentine

9-12 Puppy Dog
1. Duke
Owner: Barbara Stamper
High Scoring Dog
Athena’s Mya Fire
Owner : Ken Wallace
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On Saturday
March 4,
2006,

We held our first Agility Match.
It’s a lot of work, takes a lot of people and coordination but man is it fun !
I still don’t understand all those words they were tossing at me
that were missing vowels. But I was able to watch our Club Members
pulling together and learning new skills. No matter what breed you owned, and there
were several breeds there. It looked like everyone had a great time ! !
I didn’t know Pugs
Could jump that high,
But this little guy
Did and did it well !

Here’s to Dan Weiss
for doing such an
excellent job putting
This all together !
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Canadian Select American Champion

O’Danny Boy Of Heinerburg
•

SE BOS FUTURITY

* 1ST NOVICE DOG GSDCA NATIONAL

WINNERS DOG & Select 6
Canadian National
FINISHED WITH 4 MAJORS AT

SPECIALTIES
HIS DAM WAS #4 PRODUCER FROM HER ONLY LITTER

“DANNY”
#10 PRODUCER FUTURITY/MATURITY TABULATIONS
FROM ONLY 6 LITTERS.

Danny: Following in the tradition of Heinerbug

Sire of 4 AKC Champions 9 qualifiers
Heinerburg Shepherds
Nancy B. Harper
Quality Shepherds Since 1960
Ronald F. Mulvaney
770770-640640-0149
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Canadian Select Am Ch. O’Danny Boy Of Heinerburg

Sire: Am & Can Sel Ch Kismet’s Sight for Sore Eyes

#1 Dog All Systems
Highest Living ROM

Dam: Magic Moment Of Heinerburg

#4 Producer 2004

Exciting litter due at Heinerburg Summer of 2006.
Inquiries invited
Quality Shepherds
Since 1960

Nancy B. Harper
Ronald F. Mulvaney
770770-640640-0149
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Versatility Awards Program
German Shepherd Dog Club of Atlanta
The Versatility awards program was implemented by the German Shepherd Dog Club of Atlanta for two reasons: as an educational tool for members to promote the health, soundness, and welfare of German Shepherd Dogs; and as a recognition program for dogs and owners who have contributed to the breed in the arenas of performance, conformation, and social responsibility. Eleven different categories have been identified in which points can be earned. There are five levels of awards, to recognize and reward dogs and owners from a beginning level to those who have achieved the pinnacle of success in one or several of
the targeted areas. The categories and point-earning achievements in each are listed below. Certificates are awarded for Versatility I - Started (VS); plaques or special awards (if the owner is an active club member, as defined by the Bylaws) of increasing
size (which may include a photo if the owner submits one in advance and is an active club member) are awarded for the higher
levels, which include Versatility II - Intermediate (VI), Versatility III - Excellent (VX), Versatility IV – Master (VM), and Versatility V – Super (SV).
Versatility I - Started (VS) requires five points from at least 3 different categories, with at least one point coming from an AKC
performance category. The award is a certificate.
Versatility II - Intermediate (VI) requires 10 points from at least 4 different categories, including at least 2 AKC performance
categories. A small plaque (with a 4”x6” photo if provided in advance by the owner) will be awarded, if the owner is an active
club member.
Versatility III - Excellent (VX) requires 12 points from at least 5 different categories, including at least 2 AKC performance categories; one point must by earned by winning the top level in an AKC performance category. A large plaque will be awarded
(same criteria as noted above; photo is 5”x7”.)
Versatility IV – Master (VM) – requires 18 total points from at least 6 different categories; at least 10 of the points must be from
3 of the 5 AKC performance categories; the dog must have achieved the top level in at least 2 of those performance categories. A
large plaque will be awarded; same criteria as above; photo is 8”x10”.
Versatility V – Super (SV) requires 20 points from at least 8 different categories, and points must be earned in all 5 AKC performance categories; at least two points must be earned by achieving the top level in two different AKC performance categories.
A special award will be presented; same criteria as above.
Non-AKC titles are limited to one point per category. For example, a dog with both a Canadian and a Mexican championship
could claim only one point for his “foreign country championship.”
There are 11 categories. One point is awarded for each accomplishment or award listed. The first 5 categories are the AKC performance categories. The dog must have passed the test or accomplishment listed in order to be awarded a point. C.E.R.F. certification must be renewed annually for the point to be counted in successive years. The program is designed to make versatility
awards at some level accessible to all dogs and all owners. For example, if a dog does not have the health credentials and/or
conformation or performance achievements to be a breeding prospect, the dog can still earn a point in the “Breedability” category
by being spayed or neutered, in recognition of the owner’s responsible decision not to breed that dog. A dog whose hips or elbows do not certify, but whose owner has chosen to have the OFA results posted on the OFA’s database, may earn a point for
each OFA public database listing. Dogs who do certify earn extra points for those certifications.
The Versatility Awards year runs from June 1 to May 31; thus, all titles and certificates must have been earned no later than May
31 of the year in which the Versatility Awards are presented, at the Annual Awards Banquet in July. All Versatility Awards information must be submitted by regular mail to Alice Carnahan at the mailing address below, no later than June 1 of the applicable awards year. Information received after that deadline will not be considered. Written documentation is required for
all earned points. If you wish to receive a photo plaque for an eligible dog, you must specify whether the photo will be vertical
or horizontal, and you must provide the photograph you wish to use. Only current members are eligible to receive awards; to
receive a plaque or special award, the recipient must have been an active club member and have owned or co-owned the dog at
the time the titles were won. An active club member is defined as one who has attended at least five club meetings in the current
awards year (any combination of club and/or board meetings), or who has participated in a club training class as instructor or
assistant, or actively served on a committee during the awards year; or is a Life Member of the club as defined by the club’s bylaws. Members not meeting requirements for plaques will be awarded certificates. You must send copies (non-returnable) of
all titles, certifications, etc., as proof that your dog has earned points for those categories. More information about the performance titles can be found at the web site of the American Kennel Club, akc.org. Any questions of eligibility shall be resolved by
the Board. The club has a Versatility Committee; chairperson is Alice Carnahan; her contact information is 770-222-9292
(home); 404-656-3808 (work), e-mail mishaboy@bellsouth.net, address 3921 Sanders Rd.; Marietta, GA 30008. Please feel free
to call her with any questions.
continued on page 9
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Introduction
Growing and sustaining a membership is a topic of interest to every club. It is motivated by each clubs need to provide a service to the fancy
and the community. Clubs are important to the AKC which is a club of clubs. The infrastructure they provide is spread across America and is
of utmost importance to the sport via their members who do the work required to host the shows, trials and other venues. Therefore, the
focal point of this article is the membership. Without an active group of dog fanciers, the sport, as we know it, would be in jeopardy. Because
of their importance to the sport and because of my special interest in this subject, I thought it would be useful to meet with club members
(all-breed and specialty) with the purpose of gaining ideas from insightful members about the things that work and those that work only
under certain conditions.
As it turned out, finding answers to declining membership and to some of the new ways to keep a club financially alive was not so simple. I
learned that a wide range of opinions exists, and just as many divergent views about clubs and their priorities. For example, most of the
officers and board members indicated that having the right mix of people and the right kind of board should be the priority. When the same
question was asked of the members, most said that hosting successful events and participating in worthwhile meetings were the important
issues. When members were asked why they joined a club, many reasons were given. The most popular reasons were:
- Love of the breed
- A desire to lead and help others
- A personal interest
- Ego satisfaction
Regardless of the member’s motive, almost everyone agreed that a well-run club meant that it must be responsive to the needs of the
members.
A common concern related to declining membership was the graying of the membership. This also seemed to be a symptom of a larger
problem which was related to poor attendance at meetings and a lack of participation in club events. Most members indicated that the
majority of their active members would describe themselves as overworked and under-appreciated. When the active workers were
contacted, most said they felt trapped into doing all that needs to be done. Their peers described them as "driven by the belief that if they
don't do it, the club might not survive". On the other hand, officers and long-time members said they found it difficult to keep up with all of
the demands. At times, these two views seemed to be going in different directions. Especially troubling was the problem of rejection,
meaning that new members would lose interest and resign or not renew. In this regard, it was interesting to learn that most clubs do not
assign anyone the job to follow-up. Therefore, no one seems to know why members quit, fail to renew, or do not attend meetings. At the end
of the day, it is safe to say that most members and many of the officers don't worry about the same problems.
In order to better understand what clubs are doing to address these problems, an informal study was conducted using a sample of 97 club
members from sixty-five clubs (all-breed and specialty). The range of opinions was surprisingly large. For example, several officers said they
were worried about their future because their membership and attendance at club meetings was in decline, along with their treasury. One
said they had not added a new member to their rolls in more than two years. This officer said they had enough members to host their events
and they did not feel any pressure to grow. Another said they would accept almost anyone as a new member, but had no program to recruit
them. This club relied on their superintendent and hired-help to do the work necessary to host their shows and special events. Another said
"our members no longer show dogs and most are retired from exhibiting, but some still continue their membership because they enjoy being
a part of our shows". One president said "we are highly selective when it comes to new members, so we don’t recruit, nor do we expect our
breeders to encourage new puppy buyers to become interested in our club or in our shows. We leave that to the superintendent,” What
seems clear from this wide range of responses is that while there are many membership issues, there are diverse attitudes about their
causes. What appears to be less clear is agreement on the key or important problems to be solved. All of this led me to one conclusion; a
single solution would not work for most clubs because there was not one problem, but several. Therefore, each problem must have its own
solution which is tailored to the individual club and its unique needs.
The fact that individuals join clubs for many reasons presents the larger challenge. Key to sustaining a membership is being able to be
responsive to membership expectations. In this regard, club meetings that are enjoyable were found to be central to most members. As we
know, not every club provides the same opportunities to its members. Some have meetings that are so interesting that their members feel
that their time was well-spent. Others do not.
continued on page 13
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Someone online asked me why I breed when there are so many unwanted animals. Now since this was on a
Rescue Bulletin Board and I do breed , it’s a question that normally comes up when someone wants to get the
board rocking and rolling. I thought for a few minutes, because I normally stay out of that type of discussion since I
don’t like losing my temper. This time I said the heck with it and threw caution to the wind.
I breed German Shepherds because I love the breed. There is nothing more wondrous than holding a mewling, wet
newborn in my hands and looking over at the dam in total awe, as she handles so many with such ease and
patience. Then watching those new lives emerge unto themselves, finding their independence, exploring their world
and loving with such unquestioning trust just knowing they are each loved back the same. Leaping off the steps into
the air, knowing I will catch them and ripping out the garbage knowing that under my stern voice is a giggle at their
industriousness. Following their lives as they grow and expand to make other people’s lives so complete and full.
Sharing with friends who are the only ones who know how you truly celebrate, worry, laugh and grieve with each
and every one because they too go through it all. Knowing that no matter how many you have, each and every one
is THAT special one. While their beginning is wondrous, their sunset is truly inspiring. These German Shepherd
Dogs are like no other breed. They give their all for such a short time, then it is our turn once again to care for them
as they age. We watch as their eyes get cloudy, their hearing is reserved for the clatter of food pans and their stride
is a bit slower. Yet they never lose that regal bearing, that comforting nudge of their muzzle, that soft warm fur that
is getting a bit grey and just being with the one they have chosen. I watch my old ones and know that soon they’ll
leave me. I know that each one will lay down and sleep for the last time one day soon. But I watch them as they
lumber slowly and know that I will never have a truer friend in this life as each one of them is. I think I love the
gracefulness of their sunset more than anything. That time is truly precious and shows me what the most important
things in life really are.
I love the fact that they can do so many different things to help out in this world. They are police dogs, bomb and
drug detection dogs keeping us safe and military dogs helping to keep our soldiers safe. They search for the living
in times of disaster and locate the dead to help the families find closure. They guide the blind, hear for the deaf,
escort people with disabilities, comfort the sick and dying, herd and protect sheep and cattle. I love their brains,
their
absolute love and loyalty for the one who takes care of them, the unwavering brave heart when they protect those they love, the gentleness they show to a child or an elderly person and personally.............they make my
life utterly wonderful.
The unwanted dogs are not the product of the breeders. They are the product of our throwaway society who have
no regard but for themselves and see animals as disposable. If people, the owners, would take care of the dogs
and cats that they choose to get, then there would be no unwanted animals. It is THOSE people who are missing
out on the magic of life with these dogs. Such a waste.
Denise Groenewald
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THE POLITICALLY CORRECT EXHIBITOR
The text of this article was excerpted from Scandal in the Ready Ring by R. C. Kurz. Copies of the complete anthology are
available from the publisher.

Like it or not, politics do enter into our cathedral of righteousness, the dog show ring. Yes friends, we must
face the issue squarely and with the same wide-eyed concern and alacrity displayed to us by our chosen leaders,
Hillary and Whatsizname.
I was skeptical at first. .. I admit it. .. Now I'm a real believer! .. When Dee Dee appeared at that first White
House press conference, my thought was, "Baby fat!" .. Later I saw the cherubic smile of Mr. Stephanopadopolosopus and thought, "Gee, his mommy dresses him nicely." .. Then I realized that I had nearly been passed by. ..
"Get with the program, old man! .. The GenX'ers are here! .. The people have spoken and you are out of step. ..
Again!"
Through the years I have been resourceful if nothing else. Now that I have identified this age problem, all I
have to do is: draw upon my life experience; alter my approach, and proceed. .. I am pleased to report that, as of right
now, I have done all of this. .. I am ready! .. I remember the Beetles. .. I visited Haight Ashbury in the 60's. .. I
should have seen it before. .. The "Flower Children" have come of age. .. It's only natural. .. I can play in this game!
We want change! .. We want changes in our society and we want changes in our dog shows! .. We want value
for our entry "investments"! .. Fees are out! .. Value right down to the last Native-American-Head penny. .. Without
offending anyone either! .. Yeah!
No more breeding animals based solely on pedigrees and previous progeny without first looking for some
sign of emotional compatibility between the actual participants. .. Perhaps a simple wag. .. A slurp. .. At least a curled
ear. .. Animal rights are cool.
No more judging. The "J" word is out! .. You know. .. The Bible? .. "Judge not lest .. etc." .. "Assessment" ..
That's in! .. "Assessment of German Shepherds will begin in ring three at .." .. That's the ticket! .. I love it!
No more heartless grouping of dogs with dogs and bitches with bitches! .. No! .. We must have "Don't Ask ..
Don't Tell" and "Bred by God Knows Whom" classes.
No More out-of-sight vet bills. If the winners invest just a little more, .. say $100.00 a ribbon .. , then every
show dog can get free shots.
No more tales of vicious biting incidents. We can start with a waiting period for purchasers of Schutzhundt
trained animals. Then we can lobby to make dentition a disqualifying "attribute". (The "F" word "Fault" is out also.)
No more will coat be considered when assessing an animal. "Follicle Impairment" occurs in Nature and
should be valued as an attribute like "Pigment Deprivation". How many times must we reiterate, "Color does not matter."?
No more will the "Caloricly Challenged" dog or bitch be dismissed with crass comments like: "underweight"
and "overweight", or even worse, "skinny" and "fat".
No more can violating some silly and arbitrary standard be grounds for exclusion from the temple. "Enhanced
Dimension" or "Centimetric Deficit" are no more detrimental than the "Cannabis Interruptus" admittedly practiced by
Hillary's husband.
No More CD, CDX, UD, or UDT degrees. .. No way! .. The words, "Obedience" and "Training" share such a
connotation of inflexibility, don't you think? .. And it is positively insensitive to the really vital, delicate psychoveterinary components of the organism we call "Buffy" or "Duke", depending upon gender orientation of course. Really,
Pekinese should have as much opportunity to be guide dogs as any other breed. .. Certainly we cannot bear to submit
our best friend, "Arfy", to a "trial" of any kind .. "Trials" went out with "Judgements".
It is with this in mind that I propose "Outcome-based Behavior Molding" instead of the archaic "Obedience
Training". In this scheme, Behavior Facilitators, licensed of course, will beg, cajole, bribe, and beguile the lovable
little critters into acting with some modicum of civility, real or imagined by their owners. After at least one such
rendezvous, and after the facilitator's investment cost has been covered in full, the owner may enter an AKC sanctioned "Behavior Encounter". There Assessors will award degrees such as: "BM" (Being Molded), "P" (Progressing),
"BP" (Beyond Progressing), and of course, the highly prized "AFMA" (Appears to Function at Maximum Ability).
I can hardly wait until the Spring "Encounters". .. I think I'll line up a handl .. er, .. a "guardian" now. .. I’m
going to send in my "investment" early so I can get a low number in the catalog. .. Who's assessing this year? .. Oh? ..
Him? .. Forget it! .. He's too damned political.
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continued from page 10

MEETINGS
Most clubs meet monthly, bimonthly or quarterly. Those who choose to attend make a commitment of anywhere from three to five hours
which includes driving time. This usually involves the entire evening. Therefore, clubs should make a special effort to fulfill the needs of their
new and old members who make this commitment. To accomplish this, some clubs seek the advice of their members about agenda items.
What happens at meetings and events is central to regular attendance and involvement. For many clubs, the major part of each meeting is
consumed with the details of club business (the show, nomination of judges, club finances, etc.). Most members have only a minimal interest
in these topics and none of them were the reasons given for joining. Clubs that force their members to sit through the arguments and
discussions related to these topics strain the reasons for attending and it explains why many choose to stay home.
Most clubs offer refreshments to break up what otherwise would be a long and boring evening. Unfortunately, even refreshments can not
compensate for an evening filled with topics of little interest. Some have tried to make their meetings more attractive by offering a dinner
option. While these are popular, from the member's point of view, the format and the agenda are more important. But regardless of what
happens at meetings, after a few experiences even the old members will find reasons to stay home if their interests are not met. In planning
meetings, program chairmen should survey the membership for topics of interest, and then invite speakers to address these topics.
RECRUIT AND WIN OVER
Many ideas were available when it came to recruiting members. Everyone agreed that many of the puppy buyers had children and some
thought that an effort should be made to recruit the parents. Since the bond between the kids and the pups was often times stronger than the
bond with the adults, clubs could use this opportunity to involve the family and develop the potential for juniors who over time could help to
build a better club. These young members could offer years of service. Many clubs found that offering obedience for the novice, junior
handler and those interested in training was a good way to attract and keep members. Minimal entry fees at matches ($1.00) or reduced entry
fees for juniors and new members during their first year have worked well for many clubs.
Other ideas aimed at growing and sustaining a membership were:
1. Limit club business to a minimum. Delegate this responsibility to a committee of several experienced members who can carry out these
duties. Have the committee report to the membership through brief monthly reports which take less than 30 minutes. Those who wish to know
more should be welcomed to attend committee meetings where they can offer suggestions or just sit in and listen. This approach frees up
meeting time for topics of interest to the general membership at the regular meetings.
2. Ask their members to bring a friend, their dogs and their children. Not every club has meeting space suitable for this kind of a meeting, but
for those who do, they seem to have an advantage. In Europe, monthly club meetings that involve the family and their dogs are
commonplace. Meetings like this help to promote learning and the esprit de corps that holds a club together.
No matter what the approach, it is a club’s activities and agendas that result in continued and regular attendance.
Breadth of ideas coupled with inviting activities should not be overlooked. A mixture of basic training and special topics of interests
(obedience, rally, herding, tracking, the canine good citizen program, fly ball, etc.) can make meetings more interesting and educational.
Addressing the specific needs and interests of the majority is another important matter. Breed function and purpose, interpretation of the
breed standard, techniques for managing dogs in competition, general care, nutrition, breeding methods, micro-chipping and the uses of DNA
were other noted subjects of special interest. These topics were generally popular, and in many instances there is a good supply of speakers
available in the community.
EVENTS AND MEMBERSHIP
Matches can be enjoyable if they are well-planned and winning is not the objective. The most successful matches seemed to place emphasis
on learning as well as being a place where members can enjoy their dogs and the friendship of others. New members reported that they enjoyed matches most when they could do things with their own dogs knowing that they did not have to compete against the professional handlers. These events also helped prospective judges to meet the breeders. Those who wish to practice their judging skills found that matches
are good places for the mentoring of new members and juniors. New judges can learn more about the breeds they intend to apply for and it
can help them acquire the experience required by the AKC for new breed approvals. If the atmosphere is festive, it has the feel of a good time
and everyone benefits. Clubs that host matches like this will benefit more from them than those that host their matches at the end of the day
following their regular show.
Recruitment
Another factor common to most clubs was their breeders. In every club, it was the breeders who produced and sold the pups to prospective
members. It was the breeders who also provided information about puppies, the breed and the club. In this regard, breeders are central to
every club, and each puppy buyer is a potential source for membership. Those who purchased a particular breed for a special reason were
also potential candidates for membership in a specialty/performance club. Listed are a few ideas that clubs successfully used to recruit new
members.
continued on page 28
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By Sierra Milton

What do most modern-day breeders and the Mafia have in common? What a strange
question, you may say. It is, sadly though, a very real commonality. The answer is simply what Padgett, a well-known geneticist refers to as the “Code of Silence” for breeders and perhaps more commonly discussed as “omerta” for the Costa Nostra. Both are
deadly silences. It’s easy to understand the reasons for the conspiracy of silence when
it refers to criminals, but what reasons can a breeder possibly have for maintaining
“omerta”?
The reason most often given for not sharing genetic information is the fear of being
made the object of a “witch hunt.” It lies much deeper though. It begins with ownership
and the human need to see what one owns as being the best. Remember the “keeping up with the Jones” mentality? Everyone wants
the very best and the accolade of owning the best. Admitting that what one owns or has bred may have faults is difficult for most
people. Also at fault is the huge financial and emotional investment that breeders have in their dogs. Discovering that there may be
defects in the sires and dams that breeders have so much of themselves invested in becomes frightening and causes many to refuse to
even contemplate that their dogs may possess defective genes. Egos and fear of being labeled “poor breeders” are ultimately the reasons for breeders maintaining this detrimental code of silence.
Even more dangerous than the Code of Silence though is the refusal to contemplate defective genes may exist within a breeding
program and be present for generations, quietly meshing through many bloodlines before manifesting itself. Could it be possible that
dogs which appear healthy can actually be spreading dangerous, sometimes lethal genes throughout the breed community until finally
two healthy, but gene-defective carriers combine to produce that first tell-tale affected offspring?
Of course it is and time and again the geneticists tell us how this is possible.
Simplistically, breeders cannot see defective genes and what they don’t see must not exist. Therefore using that logic, all the untested
dogs must be as beautifully healthy inside as they are structurally beautiful outside. If only that logic were true! Unfortunately, far
more emphasis is placed upon structural and superficial beauty simply because it is something that is easily seen, acknowledged and
obtained. It’s also something without any “unnecessary” financial investments. One doesn’t need to pay for x-rays or blood tests or
specialists’ knowledge in order to evaluate how a dog conforms to a physical standard.
The real danger, though, comes not from those dogs who are tested, but from those breeders who keep their heads in the sand and
refuse to believe that their dogs could be less than 'perfect'. We can begin to fix that which we reveal, but that which remains hidden
is a threat to the future. But here omerta, that “Code of Silence” is very evident. Not only do these breeders hold fast to the belief that
their dogs are untainted by defective genes, structural defects or temperament problems, but they also believe that no dog that they
choose to bring into their breeding program through mating with their dogs could possibly be carriers either. After all, they only
“breed to the best,” and of course, that best just has to be perfect.
Now the truly criminal act occurs. These breeders are quite often very successful in the show ring; their dogs are thought to be the
best – after all, they have ribbons and placings and titles to prove how worthy their dogs are! Because of their show ring success, they
are seen as breed authorities, people that newcomers to the breed trust for knowledge and information. And the information these
newcomers get is that there are no genetic problems to be concerned with, no need to do that “expensive testing when the dogs are all
healthy.” Even more disastrous to the breed’s future is that these breeders’ attitudes begin to prevail. The newcomers see the success
of these breeders’ dogs and buy them (even though few, if any, have had even the most rudimentary testing for structural faults, poor
health or defective genes). The newcomers then have a financial and emotional investment to protect which begins to spread this attitude, with predictable results. Soon, because these breeders are the “powers” within the breed (quite often judges, people selected to
discuss the breed at seminars, breeders who command respective prices for puppies and stud fees, breeders seen winning), they use
this “power” to ensure that it becomes unethical to discuss any defects, in either health or temperament, found in any of the pedigrees
of their sires, dams or progeny of their sires or dams. All too often one hears “I don’t dare say anything if I want to win” or “there are
three lines with epilepsy (or heart or eye or pick a health problem), but you don’t need to know about them.” Of course we need to
know about them, how else are we to make intelligent decisions about which dogs would best benefit the future we plan for our dogs
unless we consider not only the structural beauty, but also the hidden genetics that we are attempting to also improve?
What about the breeders who openly discuss the defects found in their own dogs? Unfortunately, they are all too often labeled as
“poor breeders” and their dogs said to be “defective”. They are shunned and spoken of in whispers and sneers. The very fact that
these breeders are striving to share knowledge openly and to scientifically test their dogs make these breeders the subject of witch
hunts by the very people who are either too cheap, too unconcerned, too egotistical, too uncaring about the future to even test their
dogs, much less have the courage to honestly discuss their dogs. Instead of applauding these breeders who choose to share information, these breeders become shunned and hounded. As a result, and because human nature makes us want to be part of a group instead
of outside the group, breeders begin to do what they do best – they maintain silence and lie or refuse to admit what they do know.
As more and more newcomers join a breed and inexperienced breeders and exhibitors all jump on the bandwagon of showing, owning and practicing the art of breeding, they turn to the breeders who are winning, equating winning with superior quality dogs.
Continued on page 24
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Dog Tip: Safer Play
By : Karen Peak Safe Kids /Safe Dogs
Screaming, laughing children racing about with a dog chasing them. Someone grabs a stick and starts playing tug-of-war with the
dog. The dog grabs a sleeve and starts to yank. Another child holds up a ball and encourages the dog to jump for it. Another child
snatches the ball and runs off. The dog gives chase, the children scream even more. Then the children "pig-pile" and start to wrestle with the dog.
How often do we see situations like this? Are we aware that all these games can lead to a child being bitten and undesired behaviors in our dog? Playing in the manner these children are encourages jumping, chasing and even biting. The sounds and speed of
the children can excite a dog to the point where he forgets not to use his mouth. Play like this can also make a dog feel threatened.
Part of having safer children and dogs is playing safer games and knowing the rules of all games.
The Rules of the Game
Human starts the game and human stops the game: Initiating an activity can be a sign of wanting to be in control. In the family
pack, humans are higher up in the pack order than the dog. What do you do if Rover asks you to play? Have him work for the
privilege to play. Before that toy Rover happily dropped in you lap gets tossed, Rover must sit and/or lie down. His reward is that
toy gets tossed. Every now and then, stop play, have Rover do something else and then the game can begin again. The game ends
before Rover gets too riled up. Just something as simple as what was just outlined puts human in control and reinforces that control
of the game. If a child is playing with a dog, a responsible adult must supervise!
Games to Avoid
Tug-of-War, Chasing, Wrestling, Jumping for toys/food (also known as teasing): These games are based on rough play and can
lead to undesired behaviors in a pet if not played with strict rules. A tiny puppy tugging on socks or fingers may seem cute, but the
puppy is learning that biting is acceptable behavior and it may be difficult to stop the behavior when the puppy is older.
Games to Play
Hide and Seek: One person takes a toy and hides. Another holds the dog. The hider calls the dog while the holder encourages the
dog to go and find. Once the dog finds the hiding person, the toy gets tossed for the dog. This game also encourages the dog to
want to come to family members when called.
Find the Treat: Take several solid colored plastic cups (cannot see through them) and hide a treat under one. Have the dog find the
treat. The more cups over the more area, the more challenging the game.
Over and Under and Through: Set up low bars, high bars and tunnels using PVC pipe or dowels, books, chairs and large boxes
with both ends open. Have the dog follow a child over the low bars (keep them very low -- only a few inches), under the high bar
(make sure it is high enough than the dog does not try to jump) and through the tunnels. Have some hula hoops set up and go
through them as well.
Fetch: Great game. But do not allow it to turn into a tug-of-war for the toy!
Silly Pet Tricks: Tricks can not only be fun to teach and learn but also can have practical applications. Lifting up feet, rolling over
on the back, etc., can be great when grooming. And kids can have fun teaching the pet new things while playing safely!
Parents, children and dogs can have fun creating new and safer games to play. Get creative, get thinking, get safer!
SAFE KIDS/SAFE DOGS: Rules of the Game for Parents
Dogs are born with certain natural behaviors such as chasing, tugging and mouthing. Many dog owners allow these natural behaviors to get out of hand and this can be trouble. Or, dog owners feel that these behaviors are bad and do not allow dogs any opportunity to do what is natural for them in a controlled manner. The dog gets frustrated as his instincts are being squashed. Under certain circumstances, games that encourage tugging and chasing can be great for dogs. Under the wrong circumstances, the games
can be bad. The rule of all games with dogs and humans is: Human starts, Human ends.
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THE GSDCA’s new Committee, RALEEF ( Responsible
Animal Legislation Education Effort Federation ) , is up
and running and organizing faster than we expected or
hoped for. At the GDSC of Atlanta’s first Agility Match
on March 04, 2006, we had some really neat donations
from Joye Evans and one of our advertisers, Pupparel
which helped us gather donations that totaled 89.00 in
only 3 hours. Thanks to everyone who participated in the
silent auction and donated cash to this worthwhile effort !

Ohio Court Rules BSL Unconstitutional
[Tuesday, March 07, 2006]
The Sixth District Court of Appeals in Ohio handed
responsible dog owners a monumental victory last week
when it ruled that local and state breed-specific "vicious"
dog laws were unconstitutional. In a 2-1 decision, the Court
held that Toledo Municipal Code 505.14a. (limiting ownership to one "pit bull" per household) and Ohio Revised Code
955.11 and 955.22 (failure of pit bull owner to provide
liability insurance) violated several constitutional rights,
including the right to due process. The Appellate Court held,
just as the Ohio State Supreme Court did in 2004, that such
laws do not provide owners with an opportunity to appeal a
"vicious" dog finding before being penalized or charged with
non-compliance, thereby violating their right to be heard and
to defend their property.
The Appellate Court went on to declare these laws
unconstitutional for two other reasons, both of which are
extremely significant to those who have argued against
breed-specific legislation for many years. First, the Court
ruled that the laws violated an owner's right to equal
protection since there is no rational basis to single out pit
bulls as inherently dangerous. It stated that breed-specific
laws "have in the past been enacted based on outdated
information that perpetuates a stereotypical image of pit
bulls." The Court found no new evidence to prove that these
breeds are any more dangerous than others. Regulating or
limiting pit bull ownership was therefore "arbitrary,
unreasonable and discriminatory."
A final important ruling was the Court's determination that
these breed-specific laws were unconstitutionally vague
due to the fact that there is no accurate way to properly
identify a pit bull. "Based on the facts presented," wrote
Judge William Skow, "we conclude that the subjective
identification of pit bulls may often include both non-pit bulls
or dogs which are not vicious, to the extent that an ordinary
citizen would not understand that he was breaking the law
and which would result in the occurrence of arbitrary arrest
and criminal charges."
For years, the American Kennel Club, many animal
organizations, and countless responsible dog owners have
opposed breed-specific laws in favor of reasonable,
enforceable dangerous dog laws that hold all owners
responsible for their dogs' behavior, regardless of breed.
The Court's ruling last week supports those arguments, and
AKC applauds its decision. Although the City of Toledo has
indicated it will appeal, this case will hopefully serve as a
precedent for legislators in their future efforts to address
dangerous dog issues in their communities and states.
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LA Rejects BSL, Pursuing Mandatory
[Thursday, February 23, 2006]

The Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors has voted
to delay a vote on changes to its animal control ordinance
until April 25th. Although the board appears to have
been persuaded that a breed-specific proposal is not in
the best interests of the citizens, they have now directed
staff to draft language requiring mandatory spay/neuter of
ALL dogs!
It is possible that the stringent care criteria (which can be seen below)
that would have applied to Rottweilers and "pit bulls" in the previous
breed-specific ordinance may now be applied to ALL dogs. The council did hear testimony about the need for an exemption for residents
who participate in conformation events, but it is unclear whether that
provision will be included in the new proposal.
The American Kennel Club encourages pet owners to spay or neuter
their dogs if they do not want to participate in AKC conformation
events or engage in responsible breeding programs. We further support programs dedicated to educating the pet buying public on how to
find a responsible breeder and how to make well-informed decisions
when obtaining a dog. Such programs help to ensure that pet purchasers find a puppy or dog that is a good fit for their lifestyle, at an
appropriate time in their lives, thereby increasing the likelihood that
the animal will stay with the owners its entire life.
These methods, coupled with strongly enforced animal control laws
(such as leash laws) and increased public education efforts are effective ways to address irresponsible dog owners while at the same time
reducing shelter numbers and improving public safety. To the contrary, mandatory spay/neuter ordinances are extremely difficult to
enforce, can be evaded by irresponsible animal owners, and punish
responsible breeders who raise purebred dogs for their enjoyment of
the sport. They also negatively impact owners who keep intact animals not to breed, but to participate in conformation and performance
events.
Concerned dog owners are encouraged to contact their supervisor as
well as Marcia Mayeda, the director of Los Angeles County Animal
Care and Control, as she will draft the revisions. For talking points on
opposing mandatory spay/neuter please go to : http://www.akc.org/
pdfs/canine_legislation/Opposing_Mandatory_Spay_Neuter.pdf
LA County Supervisors to Vote on BSL Ordinance
February 16, 2006
The Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors is scheduled to vote
February 21st on a proposal to enact a $150 unaltered animal license
for "restricted breeds." Restricted breeds are Rottweilers and "pit
bulls," defined as American Pit Bull Terriers, American Staffordshire
Terriers, Stafforshire Bull Terriers or any dog that exhibits the physical
characteristics of these breeds. Breed determination will be made by
Animal Care and Control staff using a "breed determination checklist."
It is critical that fanciers and concerned dog owners attend this hearing, as officials have recommended that the board waive its traditional
three-readings procedure and immediately adopt the ordinance!
The proposed measure includes an unaltered license provision for
owners of "restricted breeds." To qualify, an owner must:
continued on page 20
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Curfew

CH LORIEN ’ S LIGHTS OUT TC HT PT TDI OFA H & E
OWNERS MIKE & HELEN CHAMBLEE & TWYLA MINER
Photo courtesy of In Motion Photos
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TRAINER
&
HANDLER
DOYLE IVIE

Owners: Hel-Mic Shepherds
Mike & Helen Chamblee
Loganville, Georgia
770-466-0157
Hel-mic@att.net

Stud Fee $ 500.00
Curfew is available to
approved bitches.
VC/BC required.

Co-Owner : Lorien Shepherds
Twyla Miner
Riverside, California
909-780-5084
TMiner1@aol.com

His Breeding Shows…….
Ch Hoheneichen’s Caisson Avalon OFA H & E
AOE GV CH Marhaven’s Color Guard HT ROM OFA H & E
Marhaven’s Cracklin Rose OFA H & E
AOE US/Can Sel Ex Ch Elvaston’s Southern Byrne TC PT OFA GS-61665G30M-PI EL12573-PI
Staffelstein’s Fax Jimini OFA
Elvaston’s Sparkler OFA H & E
Can Ch Elvaston’s Elsay OFA H & E
Ch Lorien’s Lights Out TC HT PT TDI OFA GS-67969E24M-PI EL15766M24-PI
Ch Pinebeach’s Star’s ‘N Stripes OFA GS-27449G32M
Ch Lorien’s Step Aside ROM TC OFA
Lorien’s All For Basia
Ch Geor-Jan Lorien’s Ice Castles ROM OFA GS-57234E24F-T EL10503-T
Ch Pinebeach’s Star’s ‘N Stripes OFA GS-27449G32M
Ch Geor-Jan’s Steel Magnolia ROM OFA
Rocknoll’s Imagination OFA
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•
•

continued from page 16

•
•

Comply with mandated health screenings

•

Obtain an AKC Canine Good Citizenship certificate
or pass an American Temperament Testing Society
test

April 2006

Prove that the dog is registered with AKC, UKC or
valid registry
Allow an inspection by Los Angeles County Animal
Care and Control

Microchip the dog and provide the number to the
county
Further, the ordinance states that the county will determine whether a dog's lineage, age, temperament and
health make it a suitable candidate for an unaltered license. The license may be revoked if the county receives
one complaint, if the owner is cited for any violation of the
animal control ordinance, or the dog is found to be dangerous. There is no process for appeal. The county currently requires that breeders purchase a $175 license to
breed and limits breeders to one litter per year.

•

March 14, 2006
Senator Rick Santorum this past weekend provided AKC with an
advance copy of his "discussion draft" of an amended version of the
"Pet Animal Welfare Statute of 2005" (PAWS) bill.
This discussion draft will be posted on the Senator's web site (
http://santorum.senate.gov/public/index.cfm) this week. The draft
clarifies several original provisions of the bill and includes some new
provisions which resulted from discussion at the November 2005
hearing.
In general, the highlights of the discussion draft of the revised bill
include:

Other provisions include the following:

•

Prohibits the breeding of any "restricted dog" less
than two years of age

•

Requires breeders of "restricted dogs" to report all
litters and provide the names and addresses of
puppy purchasers

Further requires breeders to microchip all "restricted"
puppies and provide the microchip numbers to the
county
Animal Care and Control recommends spending
$668,077, including adding 6 new staff members, to enforce the ordinance. This estimate appears to be based
on pursuing the owners of already licensed but unaltered
Rottweilers and "pit bulls" and having those owners purchase the new license. No funds appear to have been
allocated toward pursuing animals at large, animals about
which the department has received complaints or unlicensed animals.

- All references to hunting, security and breeding dogs are eliminated from the dealer definition in both PAWS and the existing
Animal Welfare Act.
- There is an explicit exemption for animal shelters, rescue
organizations and other persons who do not operate for profit
and do not import dogs and cats for resale.

•

This proposed ordinance will unfairly punish responsible
owners who are already complying with local animal control laws, while irresponsible owners continue to make
problems for the community and local shelters. Concentrating their efforts on the dogs whose behavior demonstrates that they are a problem for the community would
be a much better use of taxpayer funds.
What You Can Do:

•

Attend the Board of Supervisors Meeting February
21st at 1pm. 383 Kenneth Hahn Hall of Administration500 W. Temple StreetLos Angeles, CA 90012The
ordinance is agenda item #65

•

Contact the County Board of Supervisors to express
your opposition. Find out who represent you on the
Board of Supervisors.

- There is a new provision that would exempt retailers who are
inspected by a not-for-profit organization such as the AKC
which is approved by the Secretary of Agriculture.
- And finally, the USDA would be required to regulate the importation of dogs and cats for resale, including requiring that
dogs and cats imported for resale be at least six months of age
and comply with health and vaccination requirements. Let me
emphasize, this is for dogs and cats imported for resale only.
The next step in the legislative process is that the discussion draft
will be introduced as a new bill, or will be offered as an amendment
to the current bill. In either case, it is the intention of Sen. Santorum
that PAWS will reflect the provisions contained in this discussion
draft.
We have achieved a result in this draft that I believe fully justifies
our involvement in this process. This bill is good for dogs and,
coincidentally, good for the AKC, the fancy and the sport of purebred dogs.
Sincerely,
Ron Menaker
AKC Chairman
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The Allergy Problem:
Making Sense of Allergy Problems and
Solutions for Your Adult Dog
will give you a step-by-step explanation of allergies and guidelines to help you help
your dog. As the author says "Most veterinarians believe that less than 10% of dogs
suffer from food allergies, but that food intolerances are more likely to be the problem.
What's the difference and what can you do about it?" The author discusses elimination
diets and provides a plan to help you determine which foods cause your dog to have a
negative reaction. You'll learn how to eliminate environmental issues that might be
causing part of the problem. Bottom line: if your dog has been diagnosed with an allergy or you suspect one, this book will help you figure out exactly what is causing the
problem. (Paperback Booklet, 19 pages, © 2004, 8.5" x 5.5")
Available at www.sitstay.com

Our philosophy is simple, we treat
your pets
as if they were our own!
455 Abernathy Rd NE
Atlanta, GA. 30328
Phone : (404) 459-0903
Fax : (404) 459-646

www.gvsvet.com

Georgia Veterinary Specialists is a referral practice
and 24 hour emergency facility committed to providing the highest quality veterinary care to your pets.

Our 24 Hour Emergency and Critical Care Unit is one of the best equipped, staffed with specifically trained veterinary experts and
experienced caring staff and is available to provide coverage for all veterinarians and pet owners in the Atlanta area 24 hours a day
when you need them most.
Our Services Include: Arthroscopy, Diagnostic Imaging, Specialized Surgical Services, Endoscopy, Dermatology, BAER,
Whole blood and plasma transfusion therapy, bone marrow aspiration and bone biopsy, ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration, Ultrasound-guided soft tissue
biopsy, Chemotherapy, Cerebrospinal fluid collection ana analysis, Blood gas analysis, oxygen therapy and many other specialized services. Have your family vet
refer you to us for Arthroscopy, Cardiology, Neurology, Orthopedic Surgery, Ophthalmology, Dermatology, CT, Internal Medicine needs and other specialized
procedures..
09/05
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Greenwood & Ken-Delaine Present……...

Greenwood’s Achilles
2x Sel Ch Bilmar’s Here Comes Trouble OFA H & E x Ch Helmic’s Cassandra OFA H & E
Ch Kismet's Hearthrob ROM
Ch Eagle Valley's Pfizer
Ch Eagle Valley's Sophie

2X Sel Ch Bilmar's Here Comes
Trouble AKC DNA OFA H&E

Ch Ken-Kelaine's Eqoiste ROM
Stonehedge's Jessica v Ken-Delaine
Ken-Delaine's Adria ROM
Sel Ch Ken-Delaine's Master Charge OFA H&E
ROM/C

Ch Ticketman of Fran-Jo OFA ROM
2X Sel Ch Ken-Delaine's Avia OFA H&E

Ch Helmic's Cassandra OFA H & E
Ch Covy Tucker Hill's Mordecai Nordlicht
Ch Covy Tucker Hill's M&M Jemini OFA H&E
Covy Tucker Hill's Meagan

Look for Killy and Michael in a ring near you !
Owners/Breeders :
William & Denise Groenewald
Co-Owners:
Kenneth & Delaine Thomson
Ken-Delaine Shepherds
KDTWEST@aol.com

6652 Vaughn Rd
Canton, GA 30115-9266
770-720-0125
Rikers123@aol.com

www.greenwoodshepherds.com
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Killy’s kids are up and running !

Zorro and his Jr Handler Tristan
Greenwood-Melana Heracles

Our newest girl Maya

Melana-Greenwood’s Maya
Thanks Melissa Campbell for letting us co-own this little fireball with you !
Both these kids are out of Greenwood’s Achilles and Melana’s Pandemonium
Bred by Melissa Campbell
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Continued from page 14

The breeders are, therefore, more determined to have nothing bad revealed about any of their dogs, further establishing in their
minds the perfection of the dogs they breed and further increasing the financial and emotional investment that they have in perpetuating this theory. Winning in the show ring has nothing to do with genetic health. Indeed, a number of the winning dogs are
carriers of genetic disorders at the least and, in some instances, are known to have genetic health disorders. While a genetic disorder itself, depending upon type and severity, should never preclude the dog from the genetic pool, it is absolutely mandatory
that people be aware of any area of concern in order to breed intelligently. At the very least, the dogs that the dog is bred to must
be tested and their backgrounds looked at carefully to limit the possibility of affecting more dogs or making more dogs carriers
of the disorder. Yet, because the winners don’t want to be labelled as “poor breeders” and lose the accolade of being the best (as
well as the possible financial loss in not being able to sell puppies or stud fees at as high a price), the “Code of Silence” becomes
even more firmly embraced.
The newcomers, because they want to be accepted, avoid talking about the sires and dams that produce poorly, whether it is
structure, health or temperament problems. Also, they too now have a financial and emotional investment in addition to wanting
to be accepted into the “winners club.” They may even recognize trends in one or more lines in their own pedigrees, but refuse to
acknowledge these trends and keep them secret for fear of being labelled.
Often, the breeders, while not openly acknowledging that there are any problems, will attempt to dilute the possibility of the
disorder rearing its head by out-breeding to another totally different line. Dr. Jerold Bell, a well-known geneticist, has this to say
about this method: “Repeated out-breeding to attempt to dilute detrimental recessive genes is not a desirable method of genetic
disease control. Recessive genes cannot be diluted; they are either present or not. Out-breeding carriers multiples and further
spreads the defective gene(s) in the gene pool. If a dog is a known carrier or has high carrier risk through pedigree analysis, it
can be retired from breeding, and replaced with one or two quality offspring. Those offspring should be bred, and replaced with
quality offspring of their own, with the hope of losing the defective gene.”
Unfortunately, refusing to acknowledge or test for genetic disorders doesn’t make them go away. What we can’t see still has a
huge impact on the breed and continuing to breed these carriers of defective genes allows the defect to take a firmer hold in the
breed. Those breeders who try very hard to breed healthy dogs and take every scientific precaution to ensure genetic health are
shunned for the very passion that should be applauded; the efforts they take are trivialized at best and more often ridiculed as
“unnecessary” or “fear-mongering.” As a result, these breeders work alone and, outside of their own kennel, their efforts make
little impact on the breed as a whole.
Omerta can only be broken by people who have the courage, conviction and passion to ensure that the breed as a whole becomes stronger and healthier. Instead of witch hunts for those who have the heartache of dealing with the problems, the goal of
applauding those with the courage and determination to speak out openly should be taken up by every breed club in every country. Awards in addition to those given to breeders who have the most winning dogs should be given to those breeders who work
tirelessly to improve the breed. Prettiness and beauty doesn’t improve a breed; genetic health and the ability to live a pain-free,
healthy life far surpass beauty, but are more difficult to obtain.
The cost of genetic testing is not high when one looks at the effects that refusing to test may have on the breed. Ask any knowledgeable breeder whose breed has rampant heart, blood disorder, eye or hip problems whether they blame the lack of foresight
and the refusal of past breeders in making a further financial investment in the breed for the almost insurmountable problems
now and the answer is predictable. In the UK, it is possible to do testing by certified specialists for hip, elbow, eye, heart, blood,
immune disorders for around a total investment of £295.00 (far less in the United States), less than a cost of a puppy or a stud
fee. It’s possible to do far less testing, but at what cost? Will the breed suffer from heart problems in the future because a simple
£7.50 stethoscope test (done through one of the breed-sponsored heart clinics, in this case the Boxer) was not important at the
time? Will the breed be faced with trying to eradicate
blindness years from now because a £16.00 eye exam (done through one of the many eye clinics held each month or free if
done at Crufts dog show at the clinic they hold each year) was thought unwarranted? Will the descendants be filled with pain
from bad hips and/or elbows because the breed moved well in the show ring and didn’t look dysplastic to the naked eye? (X-rays
necessary for hip and elbow evaluations are the most expensive testing at a cost of approximately £110 for hips and an additional
£80 for elbows when done with the hips; unfortunately it takes six different films to evaluate elbows and the cost reflects the
number of films necessary.) Testing for things such as von Willebrand’s Disease (vWD) and thyroid testing (immune system)
can be done inexpensively as blood tests at perhaps £30 and £50 each. Granted, testing for these genetic disorders won’t guarantee that a problem won’t occur in future breedings, but testing will greatly reduce the chances of problems and that is a good
place to start.
Continued on page 27
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Our Condolences Once Again To Our Members
Whose Dear Friends Have Passed Over the Bridge
Destino’s—Tsali Showoff
November 08, 1998—January 28, 2006
Loved by
Connie Irvine
Destino’s Favorite Recall
August 28, 1996—January 10, 2006
Loved by
Mary Gattone
I AM YOUR DOG
I am your dog, and I have a little something I'd like to whisper in your ear.
I know that you humans lead busy lives. Some have to work, some have children to raise.
It always seems like you are running here and there, often much too fast, often never noticing the truly grand things in life.
Look down at me now, while you sit there at your computer. See the way my dark brown eyes look at yours?
They are slightly cloudy now. That comes with age. The gray hairs are beginning to ring my soft muzzle.
You smile at me; I see love in your eyes.
What do you see in mine? Do you see a spirit?
A soul inside, who loves you as no other could in the world?
A spirit that would forgive all trespasses of prior wrong doing for just a simple moment of your time?
That is all I ask. To slow down, if even for a few minutes to be with me.
So many times you have been saddened by the words you read on that screen, of others of my kind, passing.
Sometimes we die young and oh so quickly, sometimes so suddenly it wrenches your heart out of your throat.
Sometimes, we age so slowly before your eyes that you may not even seem to know until the very end,
when we look at you with grizzled muzzles and cataract clouded eyes.
Still the love is always there, even when we must take that long sleep, to run free in a distant land.
I may not be here tomorrow; I may not be here next week.
Someday you will shed the water from your eyes, that humans have when deep grief fills their souls,
and you will be angry at yourself that you did not have just "One more day" with me.
Because I love you so, your sorrow touches my spirit and grieves me.
We have NOW, together.
So come, sit down here next to me on the floor, and look deep into my eyes. What do you see?
If you look hard and deep enough we will talk, you and I, heart to heart.
Come to me not as "alpha" or as "trainer" or even "Mom or Dad,"
come to me as a living soul and stroke my fur and let us look deep into one another's eyes, and talk.
I may tell you something about the fun of chasing a tennis ball,
or I may tell you something profound about myself, or even life in general.
You decided to have me in your life because you wanted a soul to share such things with.
Someone very different from you, and here I am.
I am a dog, but I am alive. I feel emotion, I feel physical senses,
and I can revel in the differences of our spirits and souls.
I do not think of you as a "Dog on two feet" -- I know what you are.
You are human, in all your quirkiness, and I love you still.
Now, come sit with me, on the floor. Enter my world, and let time slow down if only for 15 minutes.
Look deep into my eyes, and whisper to my ears.
Speak with your heart, with your joy and I will know your true self.
We may not have tomorrow, and life is oh so very short.
--Love, (on behalf of canines everywhere)
Author Unknown
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Dual Titled Champions at Tsali

BIS/BISS CH ADELGARD’S YANCY D VON MARQUIN HIC PT RN TC CGC
BREEDERS: ANN AND NOLAN SAUNDERS
OWNERS: SUZANNE B KINMAN, B HEFNER & K REYNOLDS
STUD FEE $ 500.00 BC/VC/DVC REQUIRED EXCEPT FOR IMPLANTS
Yancy’s first crop of youngsters are just old enough to compete. To date he has two
pups pointed from the 6-9 classes with one 4 point reserve winner !
What does he produce ? Bone, substance, type to die for and a STRONG work ethic.

Such as……...
Adelgard's Guilty As Charged v Tsali

Adelgard's G Major Flordelis

April 2006
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COOKIE

CH TSALI DESTINO SHOW ME THE COOKIES HT RN
BREEDER: MARY E GATTONE
OWNERS: MARY GATTONE & R SUZANNE KINMAN

Contact us and "Catch a Piece of your own Dream!!
www.tsaligsds@comcast.net
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continued from page 10
1. Offer a free, one year associate membership to each puppy buyer. It costs the club nothing and it provides the opportunity to gain new
members. Note: this should be provided for in the bylaws.
2. Rebate the first year’s membership fee to any member or veterinarian who recruits a new member who renews their membership. Note:
this should be provided for in the bylaws.
3. Waive the dues for one year to each member who recruits a new member if the new member renews. Note: this should be provided for
in the bylaws.
4. Establish a committee whose job is to meet, greet and make each member feel welcome.
5. Offer all puppy buyers free obedience and handling classes for one year.
6. Ask the superintendent to provide mailing labels for those who entered the most recent show if they reside in zip codes local to the club.
7. Develop an annual recognition program for all members.
Listed below are a few ideas for the criteria:
- Registers every pup before it is sold
- Uses appropriate puppy sales contract
- Invites puppy buyers or other potential members to club meetings
- Provides follow up and mentoring to puppy buyers
- Is a signer of the club’s Code of Ethics
- Performs appropriate breed-specific health testing
- DNA’s all breeding stock
- Microchips and enrolls all dogs with AKC’s Companion Animal Recovery Program (CAR).
- Adheres to AKC’s standard for: care, conditions and record-keeping
There are many ways to fashion an on-going recruitment and recognition program. The key is to get buy-in from the membership.
ROAD BLOCKS
One problem that seemed to be related to sustaining a membership is the difference between the perception of things by the
officers and committee members and those of the rank and file membership. Most members do not see their membership as a
substitute for a new life. They already have friends, a family and usually a busy lifestyle. As a priority, club work and involvement
generally ranks low. Clubs that are steadily losing membership may have more than one problem and their leadership should take
time to review their situation. If membership and attendance are in decline, they should ask, “Where will the necessary workers
come from to run the club in the future and what programs are in place to address this problem?” Some believe that central to
understanding these problems is the realization that most Americans are so busy that time and the clock have become their
enemy. Others believe that while Americans might be more involved with their dogs, they are less attracted to a membership in a
dog club. Regardless of which answer you like, the facts are clear. In most families, the adult (s) work. That puts a time crunch on
everything and everyone, including the time available for club meetings, shows and other dog-related club activities or projects.
Growing a membership in this environment calls for thinking smarter, not working harder. For these reasons, the AKC allows its
clubs to have more than one kind of membership. In the old days there was only one kind of membership. It was all or nothing.
Today, there are membership options. The problem, however, is that many clubs have by-laws that have not kept pace. The way
to know if your club’s by-laws need revision is to review them. If they only specify the powers and responsibilities of officers, how
elections are held and other key activities, they need revision. For example, if they only include the following, they need revision:
- Sponsor individuals for membership
- Nominations for officers and directors
- Voting for officers and directors
- Voting for judges
- Proposals on bylaws and amendments
- Voting on breed standard revisions
- Voting to expulse members
If there is no provision for several types of membership, it might be time to make the change. The AKC has provided clubs with the
widest amount of flexibility as a way to grow a membership. A number of different types of membership are available.
Regular—Enjoys all club privileges including the right to vote and hold office.
Household—Should indicate how many votes the household is entitled to: whether each person over 18 years of age is entitled
to a vote or if one vote is shared.
Associate—The most common definition of associate membership is one where the individual is entitled to all privileges except
voting and office holding. Dues are set at a lower rate than regular members to cover printing and actual expenses. Associate
members are not computed in determining a quorum. Applications are filed with the Secretary and need not require sponsors or
the approval process applicable to regular applicants. After a period of time ( sometimes one year ) , the person may apply for
regular membership as outlined in the bylaws.
continued on page 30
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Juice Plus + is the most thoroughly researched nutritional product in the world. Independent studies show that Juice Plus +
is absorbed into the blood stream and is used by the body in the same way as fruits and vegetables.

Betty Ann Frederick RN

All Up:
Antioxidants
T Cell Activity
Natural Killer
Cells
Cytokine Levels
DNA Repair

All Down :
Free Radicals
B-Cell Activity
DNA Damage

10/05

Juice Plus + helps busy people get the nutrients they need on a daily basis. It is effective, convenient and affordable.
Juice Plus + can also be used to help your pets maintain a healthy life by affording them the antioxidants , vitamins
and minerals to keep their coats shiny and has proven effective in dogs and cats with allergies and diabetes.

Got a favorite recipe you want to share ?
E-mail and let me know

Satin Balls
10 pounds hamburger meat [the cheapest kind]
1 lg. box of Total cereal
1 lg. box oatmeal
1 jar of wheat germ
1 1/4 cup olive oil
1 1/4 cup of unsulfured molasses
10 whole raw eggs including shells
10 envelopes of unflavored gelatin
Mix all ingredients together thoroughly like
you would a meatloaf. NO COOKING
You can add your preferred vitamin/mineral
supplement. I use Dogzymes Ultimate.
Roll into 1 inch meatballs and put 12-24 into
ziplock baggies.
Freeze and thaw as needed for feeding.
This will put weight on a dog , coax the
picky or ill to eat and can even be used as
treats. Helps stop itching and chewing at
their coats and skin, makes the coats soft
and blue black and increases energy levels.

Irish Potato Soup
1/2 cup unsalted butter
1 medium onion, thinly sliced
3 leeks, sliced
3 large baking potatoes, peeled and cut into 1/4-inch-thick
slices
3 (14 1/2-ounce) cans chicken broth
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
Toppings: shredded Cheddar cheese, crumbled cooked
bacon, chopped fresh chives
Melt butter in a large saucepan over low heat;
stir in onion and leek. Cover and cook 20 minutes.
Stir in potato; cover and cook 15 minutes. Stir in
broth, salt, and pepper; bring to a boil. Reduce
heat, and simmer 30 minutes or until potato is
tender. Remove from heat, and cool slightly.
Process soup in batches in a blender until smooth,
stopping to scrape down sides; return to saucepan,
and cook over medium heat until thoroughly heated.
Serve with desired toppings. Makes 11 cups.
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THE DOG OWNERS BILL OF RIGHTS

continued from page 28

By Barbara J. Galasso

Newsletter – Patterned after associate. Allows these individuals to work on behalf of the club newsletter.
Honorary - Pays no dues, and are not eligible to vote. However, such members can maintain regular (house- hold) membership if they pay dues.
Lifetime - Individuals who have been members for a long period of time. Lifetime members pay no dues but are eligible to
vote.
Junior - Open to persons 10-17 years of age;
cannot vote or hold office and may automatically convert to regular membership upon
reaching their 18th birthday.

The dog owner has the right not to have to share his bed with a
90 lb. flea bitten, hair shedding, bad breath "in your face"
dog who hogs all the pillows.
The dog owner has the right not to be awakened at 4:00 am
because his dog didn't finish his business outside the night before and
decides he wants to finish what he started now instead.
The dog owner has a right to eat his food in peace
without you thinking "everything I eat, you eat."
The dog owner has the right to talk on the telephone to her friend without having her dog dropping dirty bones on her lap, nudging her hand
for a pat, or circling her while barking in protest for being ignored.
The dog owner has a right to put the dog in the run to do his business
outside rather than have him come back in and deposit it on the floor.

CONCLUSION
Growing an active membership that will sustain a club
and its future must become an on-going project. It
should encompass a strategy that involves an important management principle, “A lot of people doing a
few things will take less individual effort than a few
people doing a lot of things". It all begins with good
ideas carried out by effective leadership. Mix this with
programs that capture the interest of the membership
and you have the formula for success.

The dog owner has a right to use the bathroom and close the door without you sticking your nose in and making your presence known by
bringing your toys in and looking for the owner to play catch with you
at this very "private" moment.
The dog owner has a right to get up from his chair at his desk and not
have to step over you to prevent him from falling on the floor.
The dog owner has a right to have a clean house without picking up
loose fallen hair on the bottom of his socks or picking it out of his food.
The dog owner has a right to have a well behaved dog that comes when
he's called and stays when he's told to rather than be ignored while his
dog steals his favorite spot on the sofa.
The dog owner has a right to get up in the middle of the night to go in
the kitchen for a snack and not step on a squeaky toy thinking he
stepped on a mouse instead

Available at
www.dogwise.com

The dog owner has a right to take a vacation once in awhile that doesn't
include going to a dog show or taking a dog with him.
The dog owner has a right to take a ride in his car that he just had
washed and waxed and not take you for a ride
slobbering all over the windows.
The dog owner has a right to kiss his wife and perhaps look for a little
"amour" without having you pop your head up between the blankets
planting a wet one on his face and the two humans
just ending up saying "good night dear."

The Cautious Canine
By Patricia McConnell
How to help dogs conquer their fears with desensitization and counter conditioning. Step by step instructions to help you dog get
over his fear of unfamiliar people.
***If you want to use the program for something besides a dog who's afraid of strangers,
just substitute the relevant species and problem and go from there.
It can be used to get over fear of the vet, a ceiling fan, whatever - as long as the behavior problem is motivated by fear.
Even people can use the program!
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Greenwood Shepherds

Missmic/HMS

Signers of the GSDCA Breeders Code Of Ethics . Owners & breeders of
multiple champions. Champion OFA , fully health tested stud service to
qualified bitches.. Fully guaranteed puppies and young adults for companion, show or performance available occasionally.
William & Denise Groenewald
6652 Vaughn Rd Canton, Ga 30115
770-720-0125
rikers123@aol.com
www.greenwoodshepherds.com

Breeder of 14 Champions.
Puppies occasionally, home raised with kids.
All sales guaranteed.
Joan Turner
6654 Vaughn Rd Canton, Ga 30115
770-345-0763
Missmicgsd@alltel.net
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Kagen Shepherds

©

The Whelping Box

Owners & Breeders of multiple champions since 1970.
Champion OFA stud service. Puppies and young adults
occasionally for companion homes.
Showable puppies available and we will sell our good
ones to show homes. . All sales guaranteed.
Visitors always welcome.
Gene & Kaye Valentine
1542 Narroway Church Circle Dallas, Ga 30132
770-443-8600
kagengsd@aol.com

http://members.aol.com/kagengsd/

Awwwwwwww, no puppies this month

This One Is For Ticks……….Stopping Them In Their Tracks
Courtesy of Anna of WeissBlau Shepherds

Go to a craft store and get the batting used for filling quilts. This material will not let any ticks get on your
dog or puppy. As the ticks come crawling, they get stuck in the webbing material like a fly in a spider web.
The material is non toxic and can be washed over and over and is very inexpensive. Cut out the size you
need for a blanket and no ticks will be able to get to your dog or puppy as long as they lay on the blanket.
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STUD DOG DIRECTORY
Greenwood’s Achilles
Sire: 2x Sel Ch Bilmar’s Here Comes Trouble OFA H & E
Dam: Ch Helmic’s Cassandra OFA H & E ( Mastercharge daughter )
Killy is a handsome black & tan, medium sized male with medium bone, strong
back, handsome head, good shoulder layback, excellent secondary sex characteristics, fully extended front and rear with a long reaching, exciting , low to the
ground side gait. He is clean on both ends and has a promising career ahead of
him. Killy has several best puppy wins, a 4 point major, a 5 point major reserve
and was 2nd Novice dog at the 2005 National Specialty. His 1st litter of 6 males
and 3 females is on the ground.
Owners/Breeders: William & Denise Groenewald
Killy is proudly co-Owned with Ken & Delaine Thomson
6652 Vaughn Rd Canton, Georgia 30115
Phone : 770-720-0125
e-mail: Rikers123@aol.com
www.greenwoodshepherds.com

Ch Lorien’s Lights Out TC HT PT TDI OFA H(E) & E
Sire: AOE 2x C/A Sel (E) Ch Elvaston’s Southern Byrne TC PT OFA H & E
Dam: Ch Geor-Jan Lorien’s Ice Castles ROM (4 champions) OFA H(E) & E
“Curfew” is an impressive very correct solid black with good head and bone,
clean coming and going with A strong, easy side-gait. He has a sound
temperament that makes him comfortable in any environment. He is the
second of 3 in his litter to finish and his Championship gave his dam her
ROM. His pedigree is solid and is already showing in his progeny with a
black male from his first litter getting a major reserve under an all breed judge
and younger progeny showing great promise.
His breeding also shows in how he doing so well in herding and other
activities outside the conformation ring. Proof of BC/VC required
Owners: Helen & Michael Chamblee and Twyla Miner (Breeder)
2979 Old Broadnax Mill Rd. Loganville Ga. 30052 Tel. 770-466-0157
Email: Hel-Mic@att.net

Place Your Stud Dog Ad Here For Only
12.00 Per Year !
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STUD DOG DIRECTORY
Melana’s Murphy’s Law
OFA GS-71518F25M-PI EL17633M25-PI
Sire: 2x Am/Can GV Ch Marquin’s Xtra ! Xtra ! ROM OFA H/E
Dam: Melana’s Obsession v Clihu HIC OFA H/E ( 2 Ch / 1 qualifier )
8 points / both majors. 2003 GSDCA 2nd 6-9 Month Puppy Dog. Murphy is a large, stallion male with large bone and head, full dentition and
coal black eyes. He has a long powerful stride with an exceptional forehand, strong ligamentation and is squeaky clean on both ends. Murphy
has sired 5 litters to date and is proving dominant for large bone, substance, topline, angles, movement and great temperament. Watch for his
progeny soon in the SE, NE and GL regions. BC/VC required.
Breeder/Owner : Melissa Campbell, 140 Tyson Rd. Villa Rica, GA
30180
(770) 459-4330 Mjc114@bellsouth.net

BISS Ch Adlegard’s Yancy D von Marquin TC HIC CGC HT
Sire : 2x Am/Can GV Ch Marquin’s Xtra ! Xtra ! ROM OFA H/E
Dam : Schneiderhof’s Highland Treasure ( Ch Highlander ROM daughter )
Yancy is a multiple BOB winning medium sized ( 64 cm ) male with bone, substance and
depth. Yancy has been turning heads all over the SE and to date has 11 Specialty BOB
wins in addition to his Best In Show win. He is currently working in rally, tracking.
Herding and SAR in addition to occasional forays into the breed ring. Yancy’s “New
Jersey” litter will be making their debut at the Nationals this year. BC/VC/DVC is required.
Owner: Suzanne Kinman 2320 Georgia Hwy 20 S E Conyers, GA 30094
(770) 761-5748
tsalisgsds@comcast.net
www.tsalishepherds.com

Ch Kagen’s Boston Pops OFA GS-69003G28M-PI
GS-EL16290M28-PI
Sire: Farmil's Stealth of Kagen HIC
Dam: Kagen's Ragtime, HIC OFA
Boss is a medium sized, deep bodied male with a dark plush coat,
excellent bone, strong pasterns, tight compact feet, strong back, good
ligamentation and a long striding correct gait.
He has proven proficient in both rings with multiple herding group wins
as well as specialty breed wins.
Boss, with limited breedings, is producing heavy bone, excellent
secondary sex characteristics, dark plush coats and excellent temperament. To date, he has not produced long coats or off colors. VC/BC is
required
Breeder/Owners : Gene & Kaye Valentine
1542 Narroway Church Circle Dallas, GA 30094
(770) 443-8600 kagengsd@aol.com
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Vaccination Protocol Adopted !
Dr Robert Rogers DVM
All 27 veterinary schools in North America are in the process of changing their protocols for vaccinating dogs and cats. Some of
this information will present an ethical & economic challenge to vets, and there will be skeptics.
Some organizations have come up with a political compromise suggesting vaccinations every 3 years to appease those who fear
loss of income vs. those concerned about potential side effects. Politics,
traditions, or the doctor's economic well being should not be a factor in medical decision.
NEW PRINCIPLES OF IMMUNOLOGY
"Dogs and cats immune systems mature fully at 6 months. If a modified live virus vaccine is given after 6 months of age, it
produces an immunity which is good for the life of the pet (ie:canine distemper, parvo, feline distemper). If another MLV vaccine is
given a year later, the antibodies from the first vaccine neutralize the antigens of the second vaccine and there is little or no effect.
The titer is not "boosted" nor are more memory cells induced." Not only are annual boosters for parvo and distemper unnecessary,
they subject the pet to potential risks of allergic reactions and immune-mediated hemolytic anemia. "There is no scientific documentation to back up label claims for annual administration of MLV vaccines." Puppies receive antibodies through their mothers
milk. This natural protection can last 8-14 weeks.
Puppies & kittens should NOT be vaccinated at LESS than 8 weeks. Maternal immunity will neutralize the vaccine and little protection (0-38%) will be produced. Vaccination at 6 weeks will, however, delay the timing of the first highly effective vaccine. Vaccinations given 2 weeks apart suppress rather than stimulate the immune system. A series of vaccinations is given starting at 8 weeks
and given 3-4 weeks apart up to 16 weeks of age. Another vaccination given sometime after 6 months of age (usually at 1 year 4
mo) will provide lifetime immunity.
Lyme disease is a tick born disease which can cause lameness, kidney failure and heart disease in dogs. Ticks can also transmit the
disease to humans. The original Ft. Dodge killed bacteria has proven to be the most effective vaccine. Lyme disease prevention
should emphasize early removal of ticks. Amitraz collars are more effective than Top Spot, as amitraz paralyzes the tick's mouth
parts preventing transmission of disease .
VACCINATIONS NOT RECOMMENDED
Multiple components in vaccines compete with each other for the immune system and result in lesser immunity for each individual
disease as well as increasing the risk of a reaction.
Canine Corona Virus is only a disease of puppies. It is rare, self limiting (dogs get well in 3 days without treatment). Cornell &Texas A&M have only diagnosed one case each in the last 7 years. Corona virus does not cause disease in adult dogs.
Leptospirosis vaccine is a common cause of adverse reactions in dogs . Most of the clinical cases of lepto reported in dogs in the
US are caused by serovaars (or types) grippotyphosa and bratsilvia. The vaccines contain different serovaars eanicola and ictohemorrhagica. Cross protection is not provided and protection is short lived. Lepto vaccine is immuno-supressive to puppies less than
16 weeks.

Initial Series of Puppy Vaccines
1. distemper, hepatitis, parvo, parinfluenze - 3 sets one month apart concluding at 16 weeks of age.
2. Rabies at 16 weeks of age (later is better)
3. Bordetella within last 4-6 months

First annual (usually at 1 year and 4 months of age)
1. DHP, Parvo, Rabies
2. Bordetella within last 4-6 months
2 years or older
1. Rabies with in last year
2. Bordetella within last 4-6 months
3. DHP & Parvo given anytime over 6 months of age , but not necessarily within the last year.

Recommended: Physical exam for transmissible diseases and health risks.
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30 YEARS PROVIDING
THE FINEST IN ANIMAL HEALTH AND NUTRITION
DEVELOPERS OF DOGZYMES R ,
THE ULTIMATE IN PROBIOTICS AND DIGESTIVE ENZYMES
FOR DOGS AND CATS

R

We Carry :

Bloat Kit :
A MUST HAVE FOR ANY GSD OWNER !

Probiotics with anti-bloat protection

Basic Kit: Manual, 5 ft clear vinyl tube, wood mouth block and trocher..
Deluxe Kit contains above PLUS Dogzymes 30 cc paste,

Artificial Insemination Kits,

2 oz Bloat Buster and 60 cc bulb syringe

Homeopathic and Herbal Products,
Digestive Enzymes,

R

Dogzymes Digestive Products
Daily feeding of our probiotic products
can reduce bloat risk factors

Supplements for arthritis,
bone & joint problems,
weight management,
whelping supplies,

R

anitibiotics

DogZymes Bloat Buster :

and a variety of

Super concentrated Simethicone and liquid yucca

animal care and kennel supplies

used to transform large gas pockets into small particles

1-800-733-4981

1-866-DOGZYMES

R

R

WWW.NATURESFARMACY.COM
166 High Knoll Road Jasper, Georgia 30143
Hours : 9AM to 5PM Monday through Friday
24 Hour Fax: 1-770-893-1229
Customer Service : 1-770-893-1226
Free Consultation : 1-770-893-1974
We accept Mastercard, Visa, Discover, AMEX, C.O.D and advanced check.
Please Call for exact total—C.O.D. Fee $ 7.50 per UPS
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Board Meetings
Meetings are held at the home of one of
the Board Members or prior to a
regular club meeting and are open to
all Club Members.
Members must notify the host Board Member prior to attending.
Club Members are not permitted
to participate in
discussions unless
delivering a committee report.
Club Members are not permitted to vote.

9/05

9/05
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WHETHER IT BE FOR COMPANION, OBEDIENCE OR SHOW…

MEMBER OF THE GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG CLUB OF AMERICA.

ATLANTA AND NORTH GEORGIA
PUPPIES AND YOUNG ADULTS OCCASSIONALLY
Nancy Harper says ………
With 5 points under Judge Ken Rayner
and 4 points under Judge Kathleen Steen
in Raleigh last week……..
Dee Dee is now
Ch Van Cleve's Dee Dee V Heinerburg

On February 17, 2006,

e
T h in g
agg rd
Br pboa
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Am/Can Ch Greenwood’s Colrichter HIC OFA
turned 12 years old and joined his mother
Mitzie and aunt Katie in the 13 Club.
Riker is bred, loved, spoiled and owned by
William & Denise Groenewald

Reeves Royal Veruca Salt, “Veruca” finished her UKC Champion on February 5, 2006 under Judge Debra Mitchell.
Owner: Susan Morabit Breeder: Jean Reeves
Veruca’s sire is UKC GRCH Royal Elite Advantage and her dam is UCK CH Vantasias Xtreme Xpectation

Excerpt from a letter to Jerry & Denise Kiah from Chico’s owner:
Cinco is doing great! For his training, he has completed the following (and he's only 10 1/2 months old).: AKC Canine Good
Citizen , Certified in Tracking - K9 SARS, Certified in Cadaver - K9 SARS, Certified Temperament Test -K9 SARS, Licensed
SAR/Trailing Dog - Georgia Office of Homeland Security, Licensed Cadaver Dog - Georgia Office of Homeland Security, Demo
Dog - Tracking, Obedience and Temperament. *** Next week I'll be taking him to North Carolina for this cadaver certification by
the International Police Work Dog Association *** In May I'll be taking him to Florida to get his tracking and cadaver certification
from the North American Police Work Dog Association *** In April I'll be certifying/testing him for the Georgia Body Recovery
Team. The first of its kind in the country. He'll be the second dog certified. My other dog, Cody, who specializes in cadaver work
will be the first. He's already been on several cadaver and lost persons searches and is doing great. Thanks again for donating Cinco
to K9 SARS. He will make a huge difference in many lives. I can't wait to share more stories about Cinco with you.
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Dear GSDCA Members:
This Board of Directors and I as show chairman, want to get as much official information out to our members as quickly as possible in the
view that an informed membership is a partner in our endeavors. I regret that all of our members do not yet have email, so they will not get
this message. However, our president is going to see that ALL regional clubs get this information to share with their members and I am sure
that those of you who DO have e-mail will share it with your friends. This SHOULD make it available to everyone. A complete preview of
ALL National activities will be in the Advance Brochure sent by US mail in May. IN light of that, here following, is a list of our official
host and headquarters hotels and National transportation providers:
Nanci Nellis
Show Chairman

Hotel Information
HEADQUARTERS
1) Holiday Inn Wentzville
636-327-7001
IN house restaurant
2 miles from show
$67.95
2) Hilton Garden Inn O’ Fallon
636-625-2700
Bristol Seafood Grill
3 miles from show
$79.00
3) Holiday Inn Select St. Peters
636-928-1500
Free airport shuttle
15 miles from show
$69.00
4) Comfort Inn &Suites
636-696-8000 O’Fallon
4 miles from show
$74.95 to $94.95
5) Staybridge Suites O’Fallon
636-300-0999
full kitchen
3 miles to show
RATE?
6) Days Inn at the Lake
636-625-1711
NO grass/limited parking
$54.99
7) Quality Inn & Suites
St. Charles
636-947-6800
8 mi from airport
$71.00

8)Hampton Inn St Charles
636-947-7770
25 min from show
$87.00
9) Red Roof Inn St. Charles
636-946-6936
25 min from show
$50.99 to $58.99
10) Travelodge St. Charles
636-949-8700
25 min from site
$69.00
25 min from show
11) Comfort Suites
636-949-0694
Downtown St Charles
$93.00
25 min from show
12) Country Inn & Suites O’Fallon
636-300-4944
J-Buck restaurant
NO GRASS/ $79 to $89
3 miles to show/ next to Staybridge
____________________________

ALL ROOMS PLUS TAX
Travel time to show form airport 35 min.
Hotel rooms reserved for GSDCA
at special rates return to inventory after
Sept. 15, 2006
PLEASE MAKE YOUR
RESERVATIONS AT ONE OF THESE
SPONSORING HOTELS
Dog bathing facilities at show site……PET
DEPOSITS VARY

AIR SHUTTLE TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
Round trip St. Louis airport to Wentzville/O’Fallon area
SPECIAL GSDCA PRICE >>>>>>$36.75
Need flight numbers and arrival times.
Let them know if you will have a dog
636-528-2666 Ask for Cheryl
_______________________________________________
RV PARKING
At show site.. Call Brenda Ochoa @ 636-561-8080
65 spaces/water and elec/$25 Honey wagon
RATE: $25 for 30 AMP………$30 for 50 AMP
SUNDERMEIR RV Park & CONFERENCE CENTER
800-929-0832 GSDCA RATE $35………..
at Historic St. Charles on the Missouri River
_______________________________________________
Beefeaters Restaurant/20 minutes from show site/
lots of amenities
GOLF CART RENTAL
636-272-2278 NO DRIVERS UNDER 16!!!
_______________________________________________
Official Car Rental Company
ENTERPRISE CAR RENTAL
PHONE 800/RENT A CAR
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GSDC of North Georgia
578 Cowart Rd,
Dawsonville, Ga. 30534
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For Information About Your Local
Eagle Pac Dog Food Breeder Program
contact

Pet Force One
404-350-3330
11/05

The Guardian
6652 Vaughn Rd
Canton, GA 30115-9266
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